ALERT! REGAIN YOUR RIGHTS! CLEAN UP POLITICS!
Our country is at risk. The conservative Right must defeat the Radical Left.
The Left plans to replace family, faith, and freedom with Big Government;
indoctrinate small children with Critical Race Theory (CRT) and gender
“choices;” switch parental authority to teacher control; and force masks on
us as they shut churches, schools, and jobs. Big Media forces are winning.
Our parents fought fascists and communists; we must fight them again. This
is our moral duty, the call to action of our generation. Freedom is not free.
Our Founding Fathers gave us the tool to win—the First Amendment’s
eternal wisdom. Peaceful citizen protest by petition will always prevail.
The Petition Rights Amendment (PetitionRights.com) restores the 1910 law
politicians have cynically eroded as their revenge for TABOR’s win in 1992.
Read PRA’s Fifteen Facts to see how far our right to petition has declined.
PRA is short, simple, and fair. It allows petitions to all local districts; we now
have no right to petition a school district or county. We have the least time to
petition of any state. The state calls nearly all bills “emergencies,” and thus
unstoppable by petition (35,000 lies since 1933). The state, no longer neutral,
is now openly hostile to petitions.
500 patriots statewide can put PRA on this November ballot. Petition work is
boring but vital to add public voices. Each of you can collect 400+ entries in
two weekends at Walmart exit doors. In life, “1% make it happen, 4% watch
it happen, and 95% later ask ‘What happened?’.”
To make it easier, you can be PAID to get registered voter signatures. Simply
collect 300+ a week, and be PAID $300+. For a bonus, get 500+ a week and
earn $750+. Use the Petitioner Tips at the website to average 15-20 entries
per hour. By July, you can earn thousands of dollars.

Get your service club, church, or civic group to help. 100 citizens getting
300 entries each can raise $30,000. Don’t want the income tax? Assign
earnings to your local project, political forum, or charity, or forgo the
money. Sign Up at the website or email Contact Us at the website.
Live your values; take a stand. What side are you on? Do you prefer:
Defund the police, or Law and Order?
Gun control, or self control?
Loose voting rules, or election integrity?
“Reparations” for 1850s slavery, or Equal Justice Under Law?
Close energy firms, or honor free enterprise and private property?
School socialism and state control, or parental choice and local petitions?
(On any public issue, contrast Big Government versus more Freedom.)
The state GOP endorsed the Taxpayer’s Bill of Rights (TABOR) Amendment.
It took three times to pass as a petition; it has saved us Billions in taxes. PRA
is 10X stronger than TABOR because PRA is not limited to money issues.
What ignites your passion? Gasoline prices? Racial division? Crime? Tax
hikes? Fake fees? Abortion? Corruption and waste? Victory over injustice
is not won by persons, but by petitions—the voice of citizens. Our foe is
tyranny. Americans have always sacrificed for Freedom. We can beat The
Left. They are now the enemy within. PetitionRights.com will unite us.
Keep the faith.
Believe in America.
Help.
Douglas Bruce, TABOR author
(719) 550-0010
Ye shall know the Truth, and
the truth shall make you free.
--John 8:32

